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PwC Exhibit 9.22
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This is crucial as you can also read and see in Figure 2 at Page 6 in the Canadian CICA document “CEO
and CFO certification – Improving Transparency and Accountability” produced in 2004, to support the
Canada Bill 198 provisions following Enron, where it shows that the Management Discussion and
Analysis (MD&A) statements are an integral part of the CEO and CFO quarterly certification process /
law. CEO’s and CFO’s are required to certify that these filings do not contain any misrepresentations
and collectively “fairly represent in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and
cash flows of the company”.
This brought certain obligations on other Senior Officers in Magellan Aerospace Corporation
These my qualifications on A340 NRC and Boeing 737 systems integrator kits
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The prior contract period Boeing 737 2005 – 2009 had the pricing which was falling every year as
in email trail below ………
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2. For completeness readers will have observed that the Q2.2006 quarterly certificate (doc 2006) also
refers to Boeing 737 – Integrator Kits. In the Dossiers I provided to Mr Dimma (Folder B4/32 pages) in
September 2006 were on this Boeing 737 accounting concern <Protected disclosure- PD19 and PD20>.
Mr Neill and Mr Dekker engaged in “management over-ride” of the Ellanef submitted financial accounts
for Q2.2006 . Despite the information which follows below Mr Dimma failed to intervene in the Q3.2006
quarterly financial statements and ensure this USD800K /C$904K adjustment was made to the published
Q3.2006 MAC financial statements, as it failed the basic revenue recognition test. Indeed PwC record
(para9.42) that he Ellanef CFO also included himself an exception with respect to the Boeing accrual in
his quarterly certificate letter for Q3.2006 on 1 November 2006 to Mr Dekker and Mr Neill (after my
termination) but before a recommendation for approval by Mr Dimma and the Audit Committee on to
the MAC Board approval.
UK evidence – Mr Neill and Mr Dekker
Judge
Mr Neill

What was your understanding as to why the Claimant was raising the issue
Brian believed we did not have enough certainty with Boeing to go ahead recognizing the
reduction of discounts. However the history of the relationship was such that if someone in
Mike’s position made that kind of verbal commitment we were comfortable that it would be
carried through
Judge
Expand in answer – I think I know – but as a result – the Claimant’s concern was that the
accounts were misleading.
Mr Neill
That concern was unfounded
Judge
But was it his concern
Mr Neill
It was
Mr Stafford Before go into the details of that – such a concern is par excellence a concern of corporate
governance
Mr Neill
Yes
Mr Stafford And that is doubly so in the case of a publicly listed company
Mr Neill
If there was any such issue – that would be a concern
Judge
Email of 7th August – best response we could get it relates to an issue still under discussion
Mr Stafford 5/2006 – this is a sub certification sign-off sheet. This is the first time we have looked at this.
After Enron an attempt to make sure that directors did not look other way.
Mr Neill
Yes raised profile of how business run – regulation in different companies – to ensure that
management is accountable.
Mr Stafford This is a certificate signed by you on 14th August 2006 – 5 days after Mr Little had signed
his sub certificate – 2006
Mr Neill
Yes
Mr Stafford You fulfilling duty re filings accounts of MAC
Mr Neill
Correct
Mr Stafford No untrue statement of fact – this is you putting neck on block re quarterly filings
Mr Neill
Yes
Mr Stafford Q3 interim accounts – also included another amount for the discounts you were giving to
Boeing which had not yet been agreed
Mr Neill
Yes
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Mr Stafford
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford
Mr Neill

Profits were increased by the value of those discounts by C$904.000
If not included would be overstated
Would be a serious thing
Would disagree – materiality – material effect on final published accounts – that is what we
would identify
Mr Stafford At this stage - not been identified. At end of the 4th quarter the whole recognition of
revenue was reversed and C$904K was taken out of the accounts
Mr Neill
Correct
Mr Stafford And the consequence was to reduce the profits of the Company by reason of that reversal in
Q4.2006
Mr Neill
Correct
Can I also refer to the transcript of oral evidence in April 2008 for Mr Dekker
Mr Dekker
Mr Little
Mr Dekker
Mr Neill

He’s saying about the inclusion of the profit, yes
I did say if we’re doing this we need to ensure we don’t take the 1st and 2nd Quarter?
Did he say the accounts should not be signed off
Whilst he may not have used the words he did express concern about the inclusion
of income in that period <BL – USD600K/C$699K)

Extracts from some paragraphs in PwC report – Section 9 – on Boeing 737 Integrator kits.
Para 9.16

“For Q2.2006, the preliminary reporting package (exhibit 9.4) submitted by Ellanef to
Corporate continued to include USD300K within prepaids and other assets with the
description “Accrue for revenue on integrator.” A revised reporting package submitted by
Ellanef on 4 August 2006 with the description “package revised due to last minute change
from Corporate” included an additional USD300K of revenue and an amount of USD600K
within prepaids and other current assets with the description “Accrue for revenue on
integrator” (Exhibit 9.5) The revised package was used for the Q2 consolidation and publicly
released quarterly financial statements.”

Para 9.48

“In March 2007, following further consultations with EY regarding the appropriate
accounting treatment for the Boeing revenue accrual as part of the yearend audit process,
John Dekker indicated that he now agreed that since an agreement in writing from Boeing
had not been obtained the revenue accruals should not have been taken at the 2006 quarter
ends since they failed the revenue recognition test. We note that EY does not carry out
quarterly reviews of MAC’s results.”

Para 9.54

“Brian Little’s position that the inclusion of profits with respect to reversal of the price
reductions on the integrator kit was made in the absence of a firm undertaking or
agreement from Boeing is supported by PwC’s analysis and by MAC’s conclusion that
revenue should not have been accrued at quarter ends”.
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The MAC Q4.2006 quarterly results were then reduced by the USD800K and published accordingly.
MAC’s 2006 yearend financial statements were issued on 2 April 2007.

Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) - Q1/2007 Earnings release (public - 11 May 2007) and FY2007
Annual Report (public- 31 March 2008) and MAC Board minutes - 10 May 2007
“In addition, administrative and general expenses also contain legal and accounting fees of
approximately $3.5m incurred by the Corporation in relation to a wrongful dismissal claim by a former
employee and as a result a detailed investigation of concerns raised by a former employee regarding
certain accounting issues. The concerns were thoroughly investigated by PricewaterhouseCoopers
(“PWC”) who, under the direction of the Corporation’s audit committee, prepared a report for the audit
committee on their findings. The Corporation’s legal counsel has advised the Board of Directors that
PWC met with the audit committee and the Corporation’s external auditors, and based on the report
prepared by PWC, PWC has advised the audit committee that they had not found anything that would
undermine the integrity or accuracy of the Corporation’s financial statements.”
This matter was also raised in the Magellan Aerospace Corporation Q1/2007 earnings webcast call by
the CFO Mr Dekker (at page 4) and then in a question from Richard Stoneman (p5)

“Richard Stoneman - Dundee Securities Corporation - Analyst
An ex-employee made a complaint that cost the Corporation $2 million. Does the ex-employee have any
liability in terms of repaying that money?
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